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Ins ection Summar

Areas Ins ected Units 1 2 and 3 : Routine, announced inspection of plant
status, onsite response to events, operational safety verification,
maintenance and surveillance observations, operations and engineering
followup, and licensee event report review.

Results Units 1 2 and 3 :

~0erations

Overall — Operations performance during the inspection period was mixed. In
two cases, the inspectors noted that licensee personnel were attentive to
abnormal plant conditions and responded promptly to mitigate the consequences
of the conditions. However, there were instances of: an operational
"work-around" which almost resulted in a loss of condenser vacuum following a

reactor trip, shift technical advisors (STAs) failed to maintain proper
staffing, and operators continued to exercise a valve after its initial
failure to stroke and eliminated an opportunity to identify the root cause of
failure.
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The licensee responded well to inspector'indings in initiating prompt
evaluations, performing thorough assessments, and initiating corrective
actions. Examples included the responses to a question involving the
adequacy of instrument channel checks (Section 5. 1) and the
administrative contro1 of the control room pressure envelope
(Section 3.3).

An undocumented operator "work-around" with the Unit 3 turbine gland
sealing steam almost resulted in a loss of condenser vacuum following a
reactor trip. In response to this problem and others, the licensee has
initiated action to develop a list of work-arounds for priority
resolution.

Operations STAs did not maintain required coverage as a result of their
unfamiliarity with the Technical Specification requirements
(Section 3. 1).

After a containment spray valve stopped in mid-travel, an operator did
not stop and involve the shift supervisor (SS) before attempting to
operate the valve a second time. As a result, the cause of the valve
failure was not identified until another failure of the valve occurred
(Section 3.3).

On two notable instances, alert personnel promptly assessed equipment
problems and responded to avert plant transients. In one, a security
guard identified a subtle condition with a Unit I economizer valve and
alerted a plant operator (Section 2. I). In the other, a Unit 3 operator
noted steam generator level dropping rapidly and took actions which
prevented a reactor trip (Section 2.3).

~ Operator error caused an inadvertent containment purge isolation in
Unit I (Section 2.5).

Maintenance

Overall — In this inspection period, the licensee initiated major
organizational and work control changes in the maintenance area. The early
indications of the impact of the changes are positive; however, some
weaknesses are evident in problem identification and resolution
(solenoid-operated valves and insulation deficiencies).

~ Early in the inspection period, the licensee implemented major changes
to the maintenance organization and the work control process
(Section 7.2). In some instances these changes resulted in better
coordination of work (Section 4.4). In addition, the maintenance
organization has been chartered with plant material condition
improvements and has demonstrated real progress in this area
(Sections 4.5 and 7.2).
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~ However, a lack of coordination of work 'and weak engineering involvement
in a solenoid-operated valve problems contributed to a lengthy
out-of-service time (Section 4.3). Haintenance engineers were not
included in a decision to delete a detailed inspection of the valve
internals and the work order did not include or reference some of the
important measurements. A guality Control inspector observing the work
did not recognize these weaknesses, even after observing the workers
take the measurements and record them outside the scope of the work
order. The licensee's corrective actions as a result of lessons learned
during maintenance on a solenoid-operated valve were good.

~ The licensee's program to identify and correct insulation deficiencies
was not effective'ost notably, despite several insulation
deficiencies in an area where high ambient temperatures had contributed
to the premature failure of safety-related components, the licensee had
not evaluated the need to improve the control of insulation. In
response to these findings, the licensee initiated broad actions to
improve the insulation program (Section 3.4).

En ineerin

Overall - In two cases, the full resolution of licensee-identified
deficiencies was slow. Initial engineering evaluations were performed, but
completion of all actions was delayed.

Two problems which had been documented in deficiency reports over
2 years ago had not been adequately resolved. In the first, a low
suction pressure trip for an auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump caused pump
trips in Unit. 3 (Section 2.4). The low suction pressure trip had been
removed from the Uhit 2 AFW pump in 1992 because it had caused spurious
pump trips. In the second, engineering initiated a review of the
equipment qualification life of solenoid operated valve solenoids in the
main steam support structure in 1992 and have not yet established the
qualified life (Section 6.2). In response to concerns that open
deficiencies were not being promptly and fully resolved, the licensee
initiated a broad review of open deficiencies.

Hang ement Overview

The inspectors were encouraged to note that the licensee's response to a
majority of the inspectors'indings were thorough and detailed. As examples,
the responses in the areas of incomplete corrective actions, operator
"work-arounds," and the channel checks of inactive systems were broad based
and demonstrated a positive questioning attitude.

Early in the inspection period, the "reengineered" organization was
implemented for the maintenance, engineering, nuclear assurance, and licensingt organizations. While the inspectors noted that the transition had occurred
smoothly and that some benefits of the new organization were realized, it was
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also noted that there were lingering concerns at the maintenance worker level
with the effectiveness of the new organization and the work processes.
Although it is recognized that such extensive changes will result in some
worker anxiety, these issues could also be early indications of problems with
the new work processes and organizations and should not be casually dismissed.

Summar of Ins ection Findin s:

~ Three unresolved items were identified concerning the failure of the
Unit 3 N-AFW Pump to start {Section 2.4); the failure of a containment
spray valve to operate (Section 3.2); and the environmental
qualification of auxiliary feedwater steam supply valves (Section 6.2).

One noncited violation, concerning the failure to meet Technical
Specification requirements for STA coverage, was identified
(Section 3.1).

An inspection followup item was identified in Section 5. 1.

~ Inspection Followup Item 529/9310-01, concerning a spill of contaminated
water from the Unit 2 condensate system, was closed (Section 8.2).

Deviations 528/9413-01, concerning the out of calibration program for
instrumentation {Section 9. 1); and 528/9326-02, concerning the
designation of Engineer-In-Charge (Section 9.2), were closed.

Licensee Event Reports 528/94-04, Revision 0 (Section 10), and
528/94-03, Revision 0 (Section 11), were closed.

Attachments:

~ Attachment 1 - Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting
~ Attachment 2 - Acronyms
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

1.1 Unit 1

Unit 1 operated at essentially 98 percent power throughout the entire
inspection period. Power was limited to 98 percent due to two inoperable main
steam safety valves. On August 3, licensee personnel noted that a clamp had

loosened on the valve stem of a feedwater economizer valve making the valve
stem no longer connected to the valve operator. The valve was repaired and

plant operation was not impacted (Section 2. 1). On August 8, a 66-inch
diameter pipe (nonsafety-related), carrying makeup water from the city of
Phoenix to the Palo Verde water reclamation facility ruptured approximately
one mile east of the owner controlled area. The licensee repaired the
pipeline and restored the makeup water flow on August 12 (Section 2.2).

1.2 Unit 2

Unit 2 was operating at 88 percent power at the start of the inspection
period. On August 18, the licensee received a Technical Specifications (TS)
amendment which permitted operation with reduced reactor coolant system
temperatures. This allowed the licensee to raise reactor power to 100
percent. The unit remained at full power for the remainder of the inspection
period.

1.3 Unit 3

Unit 3 began the inspection period at 100 percent power. On July 26,
Emergency Diesel Generator (EOG) B was declared inoperable to investigate an

unusual tapping noise detected during a routine surveillance test. The
problem was repaired and the diesel returned to operable status on July 28.
Also on July 26, the tail pipe temperature on one of the pressurizer safety
valves rose above the 150'F alarm setpoint and remained above the setpoint
through the remainder of the inspection period. The licensee's attempt to
reseat the valve and clear the alarm by reducing reactor system coolant
pressure was unsuccessful. The licensee concluded that the leakage rate
through the valve was very small due to the low temperature and the small
change in rate of reactor drain tank level increase and to a lack of
appreciable pressure buildup.

On August 12, the licensee lowered power to 86 percent to perform steam
generator (SG) hideout return testing. The hideout return results for sulfate
indicated higher levels in SG 31 than in SG 32 and was higher than the
chemical return prior to the chemical cleaning that was conducted during the
last outage. The licensee was unable to explain the increase, but continued
to investigate the matter. On August 15, the licensee raised power to
100 percent following the SG hideout chemical cleanup.
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On August 19, a feedwater control system problem resulted in a reactor trip on
low SG water level (Section 2.3). On August 20, the licensee commenced
reactor startup following troubleshooting and entered Node 1 on August 21. On

August 22, 100 percent power was reached. On August 30, a problem in the
other feedwater control system caused a high-high water level in SG 32 which
resulted in a unit trip and an isolation of the main steam system
(Section 2.4). After repairs to the feedwater control system, the reactor was
restarted on August 31. On September 3, conditions similar to the ones that
caused the August 19 trip developed; however, an operator was able to restore
SG water level and prevented a reactor trip (Section 2.3).

2 ONSITE RESPONSE TO EVENTS (93702)

2. 1 Feedwater Economizer Valve Loose Stem Cou lin - Unit 1

At approximately 1:45 a.m. on August 3, 1994, a security guard noted that the
valve stem of Feedwater Economizer Valve 2 did not appear to be attached to
the valve operator in Unit 1. The guard identified the condition during a
normal security patrol and immediately notified the control room. The SS

confirmed that the clamp that secured the valve stem to the operator had
become loosened.

When informed of the discovery, the inspector responded to the unit. The unit
was operating at 98 percent reactor power when the condition was identified.
The inspector observed that the licensee had terminated all evolutions that
could change reactor power and had clamped the valve stem in place so that the
economizer valve would not drift open or shut. The inspector concluded that
these actions would prevent a rapid water level transient which could lead to
a reactor trip.
The feedwater system includes one economizer valve and one downcomer valve For
each SG. Above 50 percent power, the downcomer valve supplies 10 percent oF
the feedwater and the economizer valve supplies the remainder. The economizer
valve is an 18 inch high capacity, cage guided valve with an electro-pneumatic
operator mounted vertically above the valve. The valve stem is connected to
the operator by a simple split block-type clamp that is held together by two
bolts.

The inspector noted that the two bolts that held the clamp together had backed
off and allowed the valve operator to become disconnected from the valve stem.
The inspector concluded that the force from the feedwater flow held the valve
open against the operator and that the valve had probably continued to operate
normally even with the valve stem not connected to the operator. A demand
signal to reduce feedwater flow would have caused the operator to move
downward to close the valve. A demand signal to increase flow would have
caused the operator to move upward. Because the valve stem was no longer
connected, the operator would not have opened the valve; however, the force
caused by feedwater pressure under the valve seat would open the valve until
it was again constrained by the valve operator.
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The inspector attended the prejob brief and observed the repair to the valve
and noted that the appropriate level of management was involved in both. The
inspector concluded that the licensee conducted a thorough prejob brief that
included appropriate discussions of contingency actions. The actual repair to
the valve went smoothly and quickly. The inspector concluded that this
particular event was well handled from the observation by the security guard
through the repair of the valve.

2.2 Water Reclamation Facilit Pi eline — Units 1 2 and 3

At approximately 7 a.m. on August 8, 1994, a 66-inch diameter pipe (nonsafety-
related) that carried makeup water from the city of Phoenix to the Palo Verde
water reclamation facility ruptured approximately one mile east of the owner
controlled area. Water from the rupture created a small crater and flooded a
nearby road before the pumping station secured the water flow. The Palo Verde
makeup reservoir, used to store the reclaimed water, contained enough water
for approximately seven to ten days of continued operation with all three
units at 100 percent power. Water from the reservoir is used for makeup to
the cooling towers from losses due to evaporation, blowdown, and drift, and is
not the ultimate heat sink. The licensee repaired the pipeline and restored
the makeup water flow on August 12. The reservoir water level dropped to a
minimum of approximately 60 percent.

Repairs to the pipe required dewatering and excavating the pipe which is
normally buried under eleven feet of soil and then replacing the damaged spool
piece. The inspector monitored the overall repair efforts and concluded that
the licensee's efforts in restoring the pipeline was well coordinated and
executed.

2.3 Reactor Tri Due to Low Steam Generator Level- Unit 3

At approximately 1: 19 p.m. on August 19, 1994, the Unit 3 reactor tripped on
low SG water levels The low water level also initiated an AFW actuation
signal which in turn started both AFW pumps and both EDGs. Licensee operators
stabilized the plant in Node 3 and recovered SG levels. The inspector was
onsite during the trip and responded to the control room. The inspector
assessed the status of the unit and determined that the plant was in a safe
condition and that the operators were responding appropriately to the
transient.

4

2.3. 1 Operator Response to the Reactor Trip

The inspector reviewed plant parameters leading to the trip and discussed the
trip with reactor operators (ROs). The data revealed that approximately
45 seconds prior to the trip, the economizer valve for SG 31 began to close.
The valve paused momentarily at about 20 percent open and then went fully
shuts SG level fell rapidly to the low level setpoint and caused a reactor
trip. An RO noticed the rapidly falling SG level a few seconds prior to the
trip; however, the operator did not identify the cause of the falling levels
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and decided that a "hands off" approach was the appropriate response.
Considering the short amount of time from event initiation to reactor trip,
the inspector concluded that this was a prudent decision.

2.3.2 Loss of Gland Sealing Steam

Following the reactor trip, the main turbine lost gland sealing steam, causing
a slow lowering of condenser vacuum. Operators responded by opening an
atmospheric dump valve to reduce steam to the condenser and subsequently
adjusted the gland sealing steam regulator.

Gland sealing steam was lost because an auxiliary steam supply valve did not
open fo'Ilowing the loss of the normal gland sealing steam supply caused by the
reactor trip. The valve did not open because operators had adjusted the gland
sealing steam regulator such that when the plant was at full power, the
extraction steam supply to gland sealing steam was fully closed. Operators
made the adjustment to compensate for seat leakage past the extraction steam
supply valve which was not fully closing at full power as designed.

The inspector discussed the gland sealing steam prob1em with plant operators.
The leaking condition of the main steam supply valve had not been documented
in a work order, nor was there formal documentation of the compensatory
adjustments to the 'regulator. However, most operators were aware of the
condition. Following the reactor trip, one of the ROs recognized the cause of
the loss of condenser vacuum, and responded by adjusting the regulator,
located in the turbine building.

The inspector, noted that this condition represented a plant equipment
deficiency which required compensatory operator actions, or an "operator work-
around." While this involved a nonsafety-related system, if this problem had
been corrected, there would not have been a potential to lose condensor vacuum
and cause the plant to use the atmospheric basic dump valves. Plant
management had taken recent steps to identify and correct operator work-
arounds. The inspector found that some operators had not considered the
problem with gland sealing steam to be a "work-around" as defined by plant
management since the condition had existed for a long period of time and was
considered a design problem. They considered the compensatory actions they
were taking to be "part of their job."

The inspector expressed concern to plant management that this condition had
not been identified in a work order for repair, nor had any written
instruction been established to describe necessary action following a reactor
trip. Additionally, the inspector noted that operators may not have
understood what plant management's definition of "work-arounds." The licensee
agreed with the inspector and took steps to communicate with operations
personnel a consistent definition of a work-around. The licensee has also
initiated action to develop a list of work-arounds for high priority
resolution. This should improve operators'ense of ownership. The inspector
found these actions to be appropriate,
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2.3.3 Plant Review Board (PRB) Post-Trip Review

The inspector attended the licensee's management meetings to review the event,
including the PRB meeting to approve the restart. The PRB reviewed the event
sequence, the troubleshooting efforts, and the safety implications of the
event, and appropriately approved the restart of the unit. The inspector also
noted several new members of the PRB. Some of the members felt that PRB's
role and responsibility should include more than the minimum requirements.
The inspector concluded that the PRB's review efforts were appropriate and
that the new members were effective and that their fresh outlook may enhance
the PRB's role in the review of plant events and issues.

2.3.4 Root Cause Review and Economizer Transient on September 3, 1994

The licensee performed extensive troubleshooting of the feedwater control
system, but was unable to identify what initiated the August 19 feedwater
transient. The licensee installed recorders on the key parameters that they
determined were capable of initiating the event. The licensee involved
Combustion Engineering (CE) in the selection of points to be recorded. The
inspector concluded that the licensee's troubleshooting effort was thorough
and appropriate. The licensee commenced a reactor startup on August 20. The
recorders did not identify any anomalies during the plant startup, the reactor
trip on August 30 (see Section 2.4), or during normal power operations.

On September 3, an operator noted that the SG levels were diverging, with the
level in SG 31 dropping, and subsequently found that the economizer valve for
SG 31 was closing and that the controller showed zero demand. The operator
placed the controller in manual and was able to reopen the economizer valve
and restore SG level. During the transient, the level in SG 31 dropped to
48 percent on the wide range, 4 percent above the reactor trip setpoint. The
entire transient lasted approximately one minute.

The inspector discussed the transient with the RO who responded to the valve
going closed and reviewed instrument traces of the event. The inspector
concluded that the RO had been alert to control board indications and had
reacted promptly and appropriately to the indications.

The licensee determined a card in the master controller for Main Feedwater
Pump 1 had failed and caused the September 3 transient. The licensee
subsequently concluded that an intermittent failure of the master controller
most likely caused the August 19 reactor trip. The circuit card and master
controller were investigated after the August l9 reactor trip but no problems
were identified at that time. After the September transient, the failed card
was replaced and the feedwater control system was tested and returned to
service. At the end of the inspection period, the licensee had not identified
the specific cause of the card failure and was continuing with their
investigation. The licensee had established a team involving the system
engineer, Combustion Engineering, and Foxboro (the vendor for the feedwater
control system) to investigate this failure and the failure discussed in the
next section.
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2.4 Reactor Tri Due to Hi h Steam Generator Level - Unit 3

On August 30, 1994, at 3 p.m., the Unit 3 reactor tripped from 100 percent
power and received a main steam isolation signal due to high level in SG 32.
One main steam safety valve lifted briefly in response to the initial pressure
transient, Subsequently, decay heat was removed by the AFW system through the
atmospheric dump valves.

A failed fuse in the feedwater control system master controller for Hain
Feedwater Pump 2 caused the master controller to interpret the signal as zero
level in SG 32, The controller responded by increasing the speed of both
feedwater pumps and fully opening the SG 32 economizer valve. The water level
in SG 32 rose to the high level trip setpoint approximately 22 seconds after
both main feedwater pumps increased speed.

2.4. I Operator Response to Initial Feedwater Transient

The inspector reviewed the operator response to the initial feedwater
transient. An RO, responding to the control board indications, put the
controller for Hain Feedwater Pump I in manual. The RO responded to Feedwater
Pump I because it was in the train which caused the reactor trip on August 19.
The contro1 room supervisor (CRS) responded to Feedwater Pump ¹2, but was
unable to gain manual control due to the nature of the failure. The control
room supervisor noted that SG 32 level was approaching the high level trip
setpoint and called. for a manual reactor trip. The reactor reached the trip
setpoint before operators could initiate a manual trip. The inspector found
the operator response to the initial transient to be acceptable.

2.4.2 Startup Transformer Outage

Due to planned maintenance, the startup transformer was out of service at the
time of the event. As designed, this caused two of the four reactor coolant
pumps to fast-transfer to the bus provided with offsite power. Additionally,
power was lost to several nonsafety-related loads. To reestablish power, an
off-shift senior reactor operator (SRO), who had responded to the control
room, implemented realignment procedures. The inspector noted that the SRO

had to use two procedures to perform the task and was forced to make a
procedu} e change during the process.

The inspector found that the SRO was very familiar with the steps necessary to
reestablish the nonsafety-related bus. However, the inspector was concerned
that had the reactor trip occurred when fewer operators were available to
respond and had there been more complications with the event, the effort to
reestablish the bus could have complicated the plant recovery. The inspector
noted that while the startup transformer outage had been planned well in
advance and the operating crews were familiar with the resulting plant lineup
and initia1 response to the event, efforts had not been made to ensure that
the recovery of nonsafety-related loads could be easily implemented. .The
licensee was evaluating procedure revisions.
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2.4.3 N-Auxiliary Feedwater (N-AFW) Pump Failure to Start

Approximately 2 hours following the reactor trip, the N-AFW Pump tripped on

low suction pressure when operators attempted to start it. While the N-AFW

pump is not used to support the accident analyses and is not considered to be

safety-related, it is included in TS and is required to be operable in
Modes 1, 2 and 3. During a subsequent investigation, the licensee, was unable
to determine the cause of the low suction pressure trip. They determined that
a low suction pressure condition did not exist during the start attempt and

that the individual components successfully operated during testing.

Subsequently, the licensee identified that the low suction pressure
trip (PSL9) for the N-AFW pump had been disabled in Unit 2 since March 1992.
PSL9 was disabled after it had been determined that momentary low pressure
spikes during the pump start were sufficient to trip the pump. This. action
was documented in condition report/disposition request (CRDR) 2-2-0114. The

licensee had de-energized PSL9 by removing its control power with a clearance
tag. The licensee had performed a 10 CFR 50.59 design change review, but had

not initiated either a permanent design change or a temporary modification.
Additionally, in 1992, the licensee had performed testing in both Units 1 and

3 to determine if low suction pressure spikes could actuate PSL9. The tests
determined that these pumps were not susceptible to a low suction pressure
trip.
Following the Unit 3 N-AFW trip, the licensee determined that CRDR 2-2-0114
had not been closed. They concluded that while the actions to de-energize
PSL9 in Unit 2 were technically acceptable, the process had not been in
accordance with their procedures. Then, the licensee disabled the PSL9 trip
in Units 1 and 3. The inspector questioned the adequacy of the previous test
performed in Units 1 and 3 and whether the Unit 1 and 3 AFW pumps should have
been considered inoperable in the past due to the potential for low suction
pressure trips. This is an Unresolved Item (530/94-26-01).

The inspector expressed concern that the problems with PSL9 had been the
subject of a relatively old unresolved CRDR. A similar CRDR is discussed in
Section 6.2, regarding the equipment qualification of a solenoid-operated
valve. The inspector also noted unresolved CRDRs had contributed to other
recent plant problems. The licensee concurred with this concern and initiated
a team to evaluate all open CRDRs on systems important to safety. The team
evaluated the CRDRs to determine if there were examples of deficiencies that
had not been appropriately addressed. The inspector noted that as a result of
this review, several outstanding CROR initiated corrective actions were given
higher priority for resolution. The inspector concluded that this review by
the licensee represented a comprehensive response to indications of weakness

in the corrective action program.
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2.5 Inadvertent Containment Pur e Isolation and Control Room Filtration
Actuation — Unit 1

On September 1, a Train A containment purge isolation actuation signal (CPIAS)
and a control room essential filtration actuation signal (CREFAS) were
received during the performance of routine venting of the containment.
The apparent cause of the event was that operators placed the Train A fuel
building essential ventilation actuation signal in bypass instead of the
Train A CPIAS. The Train A fuel building essential ventilation actuation
signal bypass switch is located next to the Train A CPIAS switch on the
balance-of-plant emergency safeguards features actuation systems panel. As a
result, when the containment building radiation monitor was tested to verify
that a CPIAS would occur at the appropriate radiation level, an actual CPIAS
occurred and an associated control room essential filtration actuation signal
was generated.

The licensee verified that all the required equipment actuated and determined
that the event was not reportable. A root cause CRDR was initiated to conduct
a human performance evaluation of the event. The inspector concluded that the
licensee's'initial response to the event was appropriate. The inspector will
review the licensee's evaluation during normal inspection activities.

3 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

3. 1 Inade uate Shift Nannin - Unit 2

On July 31, 1994, from approximately 8:40 a.m. until 10:55 a.m. HST, Units 1,
2, and 3 were operating in Node 1 with less than the minimum number of STA
positions manned. During this time, only two STAs were onsite and available
in the control rooms of the units rather than three. This is contrary to the
requirements of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) and TS,

On July 31, at approximately 7 a.m., the oncoming Unit 2 STA was unable to
gain access to the protected area because his automatic computer access
device (ACAD) had been removed. Security had removed the automatic computer
access device because computer records incorrectly indicated that the
individual did not have current site access training. At 7:30 a.m., the
oncoming Unit 3 STA relieved the offgoing Unit 3 STA. At 7:35 a.m., the
offgoing Unit 2 STA called the Unit 3 STA and discussed the oncoming Unit 2
STA's inability to gain access to the protected area. At 8 a.m., the Unit 3
STA relieved the Unit 2 STA and now had responsibility for both units. The
licensee considered that they met the requirement to have the STA onsite and
in the control room within 10 minutes until 8:40 a.m. when the three offgoing
STAs and the oncoming Unit 2 STA left the site together, leaving only two STAs
available for site coverage.

At 8:45 a.m., the Unit 2/3 STA called the STA section leader and told him
about the problem. The STA section leader informed the STA that the UFSAR
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required three STAs to be on site and to immediately call out another STA. At
10:55 a.m., a third STA completed the turnover with the Unit 2/3 STA and the
manning was restored to one STA per unit.

The inspector discussed the deficiency with the STA supervisor. The STA
supervisor had conducted an investigation and noted several weaknesses. These
included the Following:

~ The STAs did not consult with any of the SSs or the STA section leader
prior to manning three units with two STAs.

~ None of the STAs (both oncoming and offgoing) appeared to be familiar
with the TS requirement nor the recently clarified UFSAR discussion of
STA manning.

~ The SSs were not cognizant of which of the three STA were assigned to
their units.

As corrective action, the licensee disciplined all the STAs involved.
Additionally, the STA supervisor reviewed the TS and UFSAR manning
requirements with all STAs.

The site reorganization on August 2 moved the STAs from the engineering
organization to the operations department. In addition, the licensee is
considering placing the STAs on the 12-hour operations crew shift versus the
24-hour watch they currently stand. The licensee intends that these steps
will better integrate the STAs into the operations crews.

In addition to the licensee's findings, the inspector noted that while the TS
manning requirement allows for the unexpected absence of the on-duty STA for a
period not to exceed two hours, this provision does not permit any position to
be unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming STA being late or absent.
The inspector concluded that the absence did not meet the intent of the
provision and was not appropriate. The licensee acknowledged that TS
Table 6.2-1 and Section 6.2.4. I could be interpreted differently; however, the
licensee managers clearly understood the TS intent to have one STA per unit.
The licensee agreed to review the issue to assure that appropriate personnel
understood the manning requirements.

The inspector concluded that the licensee management took prompt action to
restore shift manning to the required levels. The inspector noted that the
two STAs could have responded to any of the three control rooms within
10 minutes. The problems in the Operations department interface with the STAs
should be reduced with the STAs being combined at the Operations department.
The interface issue will be monitored in routine inspections. The inspector
reviewed the licensee's corrective actions as stated in CRDR 2-4-0257 and
determined they were adequate.
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The failure of the licensee to maintain the minimum shift crew composition is
a violation of Table 6.2-1 of TS. This violation is not being cited because
the criteria specified in Section VII.B of the Enforcement Policy were
satisfied.

3.2 Containment S ra Mini-Flow Valve Failed to 0 crate — Unit 2

On August 17, 1994, the inspector questioned the position of the mini-flow
valve for Containment Spray Pump A. Motor-operated valve (HOV) (SI-UV-664)
should be in a throttled open position while the pump is in a standby
condition. The inspector contacted the operations SS and an auxiliary
operator (AO) was sent to determine the valve's position. The AO could not
determine the valve's position from a visual inspection and requested that the
valve be operated from the control room. The SS entered the TS action
statement for the containment spray pump and authorized the test.

An RO turned the control switch for the valve in the control room to close the
valve and the inspector and AO observed that the valve stem moved
approximately I/O of a turn. The RO noticed that the control board lights for
the valve =indicated that the valve was in mid-position. The RO then reopened
the valve and it returned to its original position. The RO, thinking that he
had not held the control switch in the closed position long enough for MOV

(SI-UV-664) to travel fully close, turned the control switch a second time.
The AO and the inspector observed the valve stem rotate 3 to 4 turns in the
closed position. The RO noted that the control board lights indicated that
the valve had traveled fully closed.

The RO informed the SS of the problems with MOV (SI-UV-664) and the SS

contacted an engineer in the inservice testing department. MOV

(SI-UV-664) was operated successfully five times and met its inservice testing
stroke time requirements, The SS, with the concurrence of the engineer,
declared the valve operable.

The inspector was concerned that:

~ The RO had not thoroughly evaluated the failure of MOV (SI-UV-664) to
fully stroke before attempting to operate it a second time. This action
eliminated evidence for the subsequent evaluation.

~ Engineers from the Valve Services department, which included maintenance
engineers responsible for MOV maintenance and operations, were not
involved in the subsequent evaluation until the inspector made them
aware of the problem.

The inspector discussed these concerns with the Unit 2 operations manager who
agreed to investigate the incident. The licensee determined that once the
control switch had been turned and the valve began to move, only the HOV

torque and limit switches could have stopped MOV (SI-UV-664) from full travel.
The licensee determined that since this could not have been immediate'jy
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apparent to the RO, the RO should have informed his supervision prior to
operating the valve the second time. In addition, the licensee determined
that Valve Services department should have been the primary contact for the
problems with HOY (SI-UV-664).

As corrective action, the licensee initiated a night order to all three units
describing the preferred method for handling HOV operational problems. These
included stopping the evolution if possible, filling out a problem description
form, notifying the Valve Services department personnel, and ensuring that a
work request is written.

The inspector questioned Valve Services as to whether the cause could be
determined and whether additional inspections were warranted. The licensee
responded that in all likelihood the evidence of the failure had been
destroyed. Since the valve had tested acceptably following the initial
problem, the licensee concluded that an inspection in the short term was not
necessary.

On September 5, HOV (SI-UV-664) again stopped in mid-position when operators
performed a routine manipulation to support testing. Operators implemented
the actions discussed above and involved the Valve Services department in
assessing the condition of the valve. They determined that the HOV torque
switch had actuated and that the valves packing had tightened. The licensee
removed the valve's packing and discovered that it included an additional
packing ring. The additional packing ring was in place from the time the
valve was originally put into service. The packing was reinstalled and the
valve was retested satisfactorily.

The inspector questioned whether the initial setting of the torque switch was
appropriate and whether the licensee's response to the initial failure of
HOV (SI-UV-664) to operate was adequate. This is Unresolved
Item 529/94-26-02.

3.3 Control Room Essential Filtration Unit Ventilation Ins ection Covers—
Units I 2 and 3

During a routine tour, the inspector noted that while the access doors for the
supply and return ducting to the control room essential filtration unit were
locked, the inspection covers were not. The inspector was concerned because
opening the inspection covers, about 16 by 16 inches, would make the control
room pressure envelope inoperable.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's locked valve and component procedure and
noted that the inspection covers were not controlled by the procedure.
However, the inspection covers did have warning labels that stated that
opening the cover may affect the control room pressure envelope.
Additionally, the inspector noted that the ventilation system maintenance
procedures had a step to call the SS before opening any of the inspection
covers. The inspector discussed the adequacy of the controls on the
inspection covers with operations management and agreed with the licensee that
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the warning labels and procedural steps provided sufficient administrative
controls to ensure that the covers were not inadvertently opened.

The inspector conducted a walkdown of Unit 2 to verify if the warning labels
were attached to all the inspection covers and found one warning label
missing. As a result, the licensee conducted a walkdown of all three units to
ensure that all the warning labels were in place. No other deficiencies were
noted.

The inspector concluded that the licensee controls for the inspection dampers
were appropriate and the licensee's response to the inspector's concerns was
good.

3.4 Insulation in the Hain Steam Su ort Structure HSSS - Units I 2 and 3

Ouring a routine tour in the HSSS, the inspector found a valve insulation can
that was removed and not reinstalled. The inspector noted that the insulation
can had a maintenance required tag attached which referenced a work order
dated Harch 1992. The inspector was concerned that a piece of insulation was
left off a component for over two years, especially since it should have been
noticed by auxiliary operators (AOs) and reinstalled on the valve.

Based on these concerns, the inspector conducted a walkdown of the HSSS in all
three units to determine the scope of insulation problems. The inspector
identified a total of 14 insulation deficiencies and numerous other areas
where improvements in the insulation could be made. The extent of uninsulated
high temperature piping represented a heat load to the MSSS which has had
equipment problems due to the high temperatures. For example, there was an
equipment reliability problem with solenoid operated valves (SOVs) in the HSSS
that was compounded by the high ambient temperatures.

The inspector discussed these concerns with several operators, personnel
responsible for installation of insulation, and engineering and plant support
management. Based on these discussions, the inspector had the following
observations:

The AOs were complacent about replacing insulation in the field. Host
of the Aos knew where the two year old insulation should be installed,
but they failed to take action to have it installed.

The current insulation program required operators to identify
deficiencies to the insulators. However, the operators became
frustrated with the process when the deficiencies were not corrected and
stopped identifying problems.

Insulators waited for others to identify a list of discrepancies and
were not out in the field looking for problems.
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~ During a walkdown with the insulator supervisor, the inspector noted the
individual was not aware of the operational problems with overheating of
solenoid valves in the NSSS. When informed of the problems with these
valves, the supervisor identified strategies to improve the high local
temperature conditions.

~ The inspector noted that when preformed insulation cans were removed
from components during maintenance, the mechanics were writing separate
work orders to reinstall the insulation.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's insulation program was not
effective in replacing insulation nor identifying insulation deficiencies.
Additionally, the inspector concluded that engineering performance could be
improved in that engineering had not considered that enhancements in the
insulation may improve the performance of the safety-related components in the
HSSS.

3.4. 1 Corrective actions

At the end of the inspection period, the licensee had corrected a'll the
problems identified by the inspector in Unit 1. The maintenance director
agreed with the inspector's observation that installing preformed insulation
cans and lagging pads was the responsibility of the group performing the
maintenance. This expectation was communicated to the entire maintenance
organization. In addition, the maintenance organization was performing
comprehensive system walkdowns to identify and correct insulation
deficiencies.

The insulation supervisor had a meeting with Valve Services engineering
personnel to discuss potential enhancements to the insulation around the SOVs
to reduce the ambient heat around these valves. The inspector noted that the
licensee had installed portable blowers on some SOVs to help improve the heat
transfer to the atmosphere.

The inspector concluded that the licensee had taken broad based, thorough
actions in response to the inspector's findings. However, at the exit meeting
the inspector expressed concern that the NRC had to identify this issue before
action was taken. The licensee acknowledged the inspector's concern that they
should have identified and corrected this issue.

4 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

During the inspection period, the inspectors observed and reviewed the
selected maintenance and activities listed below to verify compliance with
regulatory requirements and licensee procedures, required quality control
department involvement, proper use of safety tags, proper equipment alignment
and use of jumpers, personnel qualifications, appropriate radiation worker
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practices, calibrated test instruments, and proper post maintenance testing.
Specifically, the inspectors witnessed portions of the following maintenance
activities:

4. 1 Low Pressure Safet In 'ection Pum Breaker Ins ection - Unit 1

The inspector observed portions of a periodic inspection of the 4. 16 KV

General Electric (GE) Hagne-Blast circuit breaker for the low pressure safety
injection pump A. Overall, the maintenance was performed adequately, with the
exception of an acceptance criterion issue described below.

During the work observation, the inspector noted that the procedure had a

poorly written acceptance criterion concerning the driving pawl and latching
pawl clearance. The particular acceptance criterion stated that "the
clearance should be approximately equal for both the driving and latching pawl
and not less than .015 inch in either case." The breaker operating mechanism
has a driving pawl that engages the rachet which in turn compresses the
breaker charging springs. The charging springs must be compressed, or
charged, in order to shut the breaker. The latching pawl holds the ratchet in
place to keep the charging springs compressed.

The inspector noted that the electricians recorded values of 0. 1 inch for the
driving pawl clearance and 0.04 inch for the latching pawl clearance. The
inspector also noted that the electrician seemed to be content with the
numbers since the acceptance criterion of greater than 0.015 inch was met. The
inspector discussed the electricians'nterpretation of "approximately equal"
in the procedure. The electricians conferred with the team leader and agreed
that the recorded values were not approximately equal. The electricians
subsequently adjusted the breakers so that the clearances were within 0.01
inch of each other.

The inspector discussed the significance of the different as-found readings
with the maintenance engineer. The inspector determined that this acceptance
criterion was taken verbatim from the vendor technical manual (VTH) and that
the requirement to be approximately equal was to prevent the possibility of
uneven wear of the ratchet. The maintenance engineer stated that the critical
dimension was the greater than 0.015 inch requirement. The inspector
concluded that the different clearances would not have affected the
performance of the breakers.

Based on the inspectors comments, the team that conducts maintenance on the GE

Hagne-Blast breakers initiated a review to determine if additional guidance
should be given in the field to decide when the clearances were not
"approximately equal,"

Based on the inspector's questions, the licensee determined that the
electricians had been recording the clearance as greater that 0.015 inch and
were not recording the actual reading. As a result, it was not possible to
determine if past maintenance had maintained the dimensions "approximately
equal." The licensee agreed with the inspector that this was not an
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acceptable practice because a comparison of the two numbers could not be made
to demonstrate that all acceptance criteria had been met. The licensee
indicated that a review would be performed of the entire work procedure and
ensure that the acceptance criteria were being properly documented. The
inspector concluded that these actions were appropriate.

4.2 Steam B ass Control Valve SBCV Resin Intrusion — Unit 1

On August 8, 1994, the licensee discovered that the cause of the sluggish
response of SBCV 1004 was that resin beads had lodged in the valve positioner.
The beads were found during a root cause investigation following positioner
replacement, The beads were demineralizer resin beads of a type that had not
been used at Palo Verde in the last few years. The licensee stated that
during the 1985 time frame, a problem developed during a resin "fluffing"
process that caused resin beads to back up into the service air system and
into the cross-connected instrument air system. The licensee stated that a
massive cleanup effort was undertaken at that time, but that these bead were
probably missed.

The licensee also discovered that an internal filter in the positioner was
missing. The licensee stated that they have never removed the filters and
that the positioner must have been received without the filter. Each
positioner has three internal filters. Additionally, an external cartridge
filter is located just upstream of each positioner. The inspector observed
the licensee inspect the other SBCVs to verify that each positioner had the
three internal and one external filters in place. The licensee found that
each of the other positioners had the required filters in place and did not

. find any evi4ence of resin beads on the filters. The inspector concluded that
this inspection was appropriate.

Although the licensee took appropriate actions following the discovery of the
beads, including a root cause investigation, the licensee could not account
for how the beads managed to become lodged in the positioner. The licensee
stated that the positioner had been replaced in 1989, several years after the
1985 problem. Additionally, the licensee could not explain how the beads
could have migrated by the external cartridge filter just upstream from the
positioner. The licensee stated that they were confident that other systems
were not susceptible to a similar problem due to a lack of beads found in any
of the, filters. Additionally, the instrument air system is no longer cross-
connected to the service air system. Finally, the licensee stated that they
would review the work order for positioner replacement to verify that the
internal filters are in place prior to replacement. The inspector concluded
that the licensee took appropriate actions to ensure that the other SBCVs and
other equipment using instrument air were not susceptible to future problems
caused by the

beads'.3

Hain Steam Tra Isolation Valve Haintenance - Unit 1

On August 3, 1994, control room operators noted that steam trap isolation
valve (SG-1135B) had both open and closed indication on the control board.
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Steam trap isolation valve (SG-11358) was a 1 inch Target Rock SOV that was

designed to automatically shut to provide a containment isolation function.
Operators subsequently declared the valve inoperable and complied with the
Technical Specification actions to downpower, shut, and isolate the valve.

From August 4-7, the electrical maintenance group made four unsuccessful
attempts to properly adjust the position indication reed switches. On August
10, the mechanical maintenance group disassembled the valve to inspect the
valve internals. The mechanics replaced the main and pilot valve discs and

reassembled the valve. During the retest, the valve still did not operate
properly and on August 17 the mechanics disassembled the valve a second time.

In light of ongoing reliability problems with the Target Rock SOVs installed
in a steam system and an observation that previous problems did not take as

long to correct, the inspector observed the second attempt to identify and

correct the problem with the valve not opening, reviewed the work order and

VTH, and interviewed the system engineer, mechanics, and maintenance
department leaders.

The inspector concluded that several weaknesses were evident in the
performance of troubleshooting on the solenoid-operated valve.l e Maintenance engineers were not consulted when an apparent root cause of

the stroking problem was found and further inspection efforts were
stopped.

Work order instructions for pilot disc liftmeasurements were omitted.

gC inspection effort during the work was not critical and questioning of
the work or work instructions.

The vendor was contacted only after the second failure of the valve to
operate properly. The vendor had information which eventually resolved
the problem.

4.3. 1 Inspection of Valve Internals

On August 10, the mechanical maintenance team disassembled SG-1135B and found
a steam cut on the main and pilot valve discs. The mechanics believed they
had found the problem that was causing the valve not to stroke properly based

on their previous experience with the Target Rock valves. The mechanics did
not inform the maintenance engineers when the defective components were found
nor ask the engineers if the more detailed inspection listed in the work order
should be performed. Additionally, the mechanics disposed of the defective
parts without consulting with the engineers. As a result, the mechanics
decided not to perform the section of the work order that involved
disassembling the valve and ensuring the internal clearances were within the
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The inspector was concerned that despite reliability problems with this valve,
engineering personnel were not consulted and the internal valve inspections
were not conducted. Additionally, the practice of accepting the apparent
cause of the problem as the root cause of the problem, even though the work
order and VTN provided the instructions that may have led to identifying the
root cause, was not consistent with management's expressed expectations to
prevent recurring problems by solving the problem up front.

On August 17, the mechanics disassembled the valve and measured the internal
clearances of the valve. The inspector observed the evolution and noted that
the work order did not include instructions to determine the actual pilot disclift. The inspector noted that this check was in the UTH and that it was the
on'ly dimension that had an acceptance criteria. The inspector noted that the
SOV engineer assisted in the performance of the inspections and ensured that
the pilot disc liftwas measured. The as-found value was out of specification
and was readjusted.

4.3.2 guality Control (gC) Inspection

The inspector reviewed the completed work order and noted that a gC inspector
had observed portions of the inspection and had signed for observing certain
measurements. The inspector noted that these measurements were not critical
dimensions and did not have any acceptance criteria associated with them. The
inspector reviewed the gC report of the observation and noted that the gC
inspector did verify the pilot disc lift. The inspector discussed the
observation with the gC inspector to determine if he believed there were any
problems with the work order since it did not include instructions to measure
the only dimension that had an acceptance criteria. The gC inspector agreed
that he thought the work order was not well written; however, he did not
document any of these observations.

The inspector was concerned that the gC inspector may be overly focused on
verifying holdpoints and not sensitive to broader performance issues such as
the adequacy of the work order instructions. The inspector learned that the
gC evaluators and not gC inspectors were expected to look at the broader
performance issues surrounding a maintenance activity. The inspector was
concerned that by making such a clear distinction between the roles of the gC
inspectors and evaluators, key insights from the gC inspectors may not be made
available to the evaluators.

The inspector discussed this observation with the Nuclear Assurance department
mechanical maintenance supervisor who agreed with the inspector that the
evaluators relied on insights from the gC inspectors to identify and develop
meaningful issues. However, during this observation the gC inspector did not
critically question the adequacy the work being performed or the work
instructions and as a result noteworthy deficiencies were not identified.
The inspector concluded that the Nuclear Assurance department missed an
opportunity to identify and help solve the problems with this maintenance
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activity. At the exit meeting, the Nuclear Assurance maintenance department
leader agreed that his department did not conduct a thorough, probing review
of this activity.

4.3.3 Lessons L'earned

During the inspection of the valve internals, the SOV engineer contacted the
vendor to discuss the problems they were experiencing with getting valve
(SG-11358) to properly stroke. The engineer learned that when these valves
were used in a steam environment the gap between the main disc and the ends of
the valve bonnet should be adjusted to zero. This information was more
specific than the guidance in the VTH, which directed the air gap to be
adjusted to a minimum. The mechanics subsequently set the air gap between the
main disc and valve bonnet to zero and the valve was reassembled. With this.
adjustment, the reed switches were easily adjusted the first time and the
valve was returned to service.

The licensee believed that having the wrong air gap for use of the valve in a
steam system may have been the root cause of the problems with setting the
position reed switches. Additionally, the valve internals may have been
prematurely wearing due to the incorrect air gap. The licensee initiated a
C)DR to document the lessons learned from this maintenance activity and to
initiate a change to the work or'der instructions and VTH. These actions were
scheduled for completion at the end of September. The inspector concluded
that the licensee's corrective actions were good. The inspector will review
the revised procedure during future routine inspections.

4.3.4 Licenpee Actions

The inspector discussed these observations wi,th the maintenance department
leaders. The maintenance department leaders indicated that this job was a
success and demonstrated improved performance by the maintenance organization.
The inspector acknowledged that once the proper team of people were involved
in the process, that some good information was identified. However, the
inspector noted that the maintenance organization had been comfortable with
the performance of the job up to the point when the valve did not work
properly after the "apparent cause" was identified and the valve discs were
replaced. At that time, engineering was involved and a support team was
formed that eventually solved the problem.

The inspector concluded that this type of reactive problem solving was the
same approach that the previous maintenance organization took and that the
front line employees did not demonstrate a problem solving, questioning
attitude from the start of this job. At the exit meeting, the maintenance
department leader agreed with the inspector's comment and expressed his
commitment to solve the SOV reliability problem.
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4.4 Steam Generator Blowdown Heat Exchan er Modification — Unit 3

On August 9, 1994, the inspector observed the licensee install a temporary
modification (T-mod) on the Unit 3 SG blowdown heat exchanger. The inspector
noted that this evolution appeared to be well-controlled and that the team
members appeared to be enthusiastic about the "reengineering team" concept.
The inspector noted that the system engineer, the maintenance engineer, and
various craft foremen were present during the installation. The inspector
considered that this was an encouraging sign for the reengineering concept.

The licensee had identified that during the hot summer months, the blowdown
rate was limited by the ion exchanger resin inlet temperature limits, whereas
the other two units were not. Using thermography, the licensee identified
that the heat exchanger showed signs of a bypass flow around the counterflow
heat exchanger's divider plate. The licensee developed a T-mod to inject
chilled water into the blowdown heat exchanger's outlet prior to entering the
ion exchanger. The licensee intended to leave this T-mod in place through the
hot summer months while they develop a long term solution.

4.5 Boric Acid Buildu on Hi h Pressure Safet In 'ection Pum — Unit 3

While conducting a routine tour of the Unit 3 Auxiliary building on August 18,
1994, the inspector noted a significant buildup of boric acid crystals on the
Train B high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pump. Boric acid crystals had
built up at various areas on the pump including an area where a drain line
connected to the endbell flange. Because the drain line connection was
completely covered by boric acid crystals, the inspector could not determine
how the drain was connected to the flange. The inspector was concerned that
there may be a leak from a welded connection. Following the inspector's
inquiries, the licensee cleaned the crystals off the connection and determined
that the leak caused the crystals that came from a threaded fitting rather
than a cracked weld.

Additionally, the inspector observed that crystals had accumulated in a large
pile under the pump, on the pump skid, and between the nut and stud on 7 of
the 16 fasteners that secured the endbell flange to the pump. After
discussion with a planner, the inspector determined that although the
insulation had been removed, no work order had been written to repair the
source of the leaks. Because of this, the, planner submitted a work request.

In addition to the HPSI pump boric acid crystals, the inspector identified
that two other valves in the safety injection system had a significant amount
of boric acid crystals with outstanding work requests. The first valve, an
isolation valve to the shutdown cooling heat exchanger, had a work request to
repair the leak which was written on December 12, 1992. This did not appear
to be a currently active leak. However, the second valve, the HPSI pump 3A
discharge valve, had a large amount of wet crystals indicating an active leak.
The inspector noted that the licensee had installed a plastic drip catch
underneath this valve; however, some of the crystals had formed on the side of
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the drip catch. The inspector considered this'n indication of poor
radiological practices. This valve also had a work request written on
January 15, 1993.

The inspector concluded that although the licensee had responded quickly to
determine that the crystals on HPSI pump drain line were not from a failed
pressure boundary weld, the licensee had in general, not responded well to
fixing boric acid leaks. During the last 20 months, the unit had conducted a

midcycle outage and a refueling outage, and had not repaired these problems.
The inspector considered that this was a significantly long time to repair the
leaks and concluded that this could discourage the workers from identifying
and requesting repairs to other problems.

On September 1, 1994, the licensee removed the HPSI pump from service to
perform corrective maintenance activities in an effort to fix the boric acid
leaks. The licensee expressed a revised philosophy by senior licensee
managers toward removing safety systems from service for minor corrective
maintenance. The inspector considered this revised approach to be acceptable.

4.6 Other Naintenance Work Observed

The inspector observed portions of the work listed below:

~ Calibration of a containment spray flow transmitter - Unit 2
~ Leak repair of a main steam isolation bypass valve - Unit 2

The inspector found that the work was performed in accordance with work
instructions and was performed by knowledgeable and qualified personnel.

5 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATION (61726)

5. I Remote Shutdown S stem Channel Check - Units 1 2 and 3

The inspector conducted a review of the remote shutdown system (RSS) channel
check procedure to verify that an appropriate channel check was being
performed. The TS required a monthly channel check of the RSS instruments
during operation in Nodes 1 and 2 to ensure operability of the instruments.

A channel check was required for the shutdown cooling heat exchanger flow and
AFW flow rate instruments even though these systems were not in operation
during Nodes 1 and 2. The inspector questioned whether a valid channel check
could be performed without f'low in these lines because the TS definition of a
channel check was "the qualitative assessment of channel behavior during
operation by observation."

The inspector reviewed the surveillance test for conducting a full flow test
of AFW to determine if a channel check of both the control room and remote
shutdown meters was performed. The test did not require the operators to
perform a channel check with AFW flow to the SGs. These instruments had an
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active zero reading and that a failed instrument should read some amount below
zero, The inspector observed the position of the affected meters in all three
units and did not see any indications that the transmitters were not
functioning properly. Based on this information, the inspector concluded that
the current channel check would allow op'erators to detect an instrument
failure, but not a problem with the instrument calibration.

In response to the inspector's questions, the licensee initiated a CRDR to
evaluate the adequacy of the channel check procedure to meet TS requirements
for the two instruments of concern. The licensee also decided to provide
guidance to operators concerning how much meter deflection below zero would
indicate an instrument problem and to take a comprehensive look at other
meters and ensure adequate channel checks were performed. The inspector will
review the licensee's response to this issue during a future inspection
(Inspection Followup Item 528/94-26-03).

6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

6. I Indicated Failure of Emer enc Diesel Generator to Reach Rated S eed—
Unit 3

On August 12, 1994, Unit 3 EDG 3A failed to reach rated speed in 10 seconds by
local indication. The licensee reviewed the digital fault recorder (DFR) data
and discovered that Unit EDG 3A actually reach rated speed in 7.525 seconds,
which was well under the TS requirements, The licensee initiated an
evaluation to determine the cause of the local indication problem.

The licensee previously had problems meeting the 10-second requirement by
local indication on this particular diesel. The licensee stated that only
this diesel has a newer style mete'r, called a right hand meter. All the other
diesels have an obsolete meter called a left hand meter. The right hand meter
indicator remains at the left peg (55 Hz) and swings to the right. The left
hand meter indicator remains at the right peg (65 Hz) and swings to the left
peg (0 Hz) before indicating actual frequency. The licensee stated'that the
newer style meter should have a better response than the older style and all
the components on the newer style meter were functioning correctly. The
licensee did not believe that the older style meter was available. The
licensee intended to continue its investigation on the meter response.
Additionally, the licensee modified the TS surveillance procedure to allow
using DFR data to be used if the local indication response is outside the
limits. The inspector concluded that this was appropriate.

6.2 Auxiliar Feedwater Pum Steam Su 1 B ass Valves — Justification for
Continued 0 eration — Units I 2 and 3

On August 19, 1994, the licensee determined that the equipment
qualification (Eg) documentation of the solenoid coils for the AFW pump
mainsteam supply bypass valves (SG-134A/138A) was insufficient because the
solenoid coils were operating at higher temperatures than what was assumed in
the original qualification analysis.
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The licensee performed a safety evaluation of the condition and concluded that
continued operation with the existing solenoids did not involve a significant
risk. Based on the safety evaluation, a justification for continued
operation (JCO) was written to allow continued operation with the existing
solenoids. The JCO was based on the following:

~ The increase in core damage probability of operating with the existing
coils was less than the increase in core damage probability for removing
the AFW pump from operation for the maximum amount oF time allowed by
the TS (72 hours). The failure rate of the valves was based on one
actual coil failure in the last three years.

The valves are tested monthly to ensure that they operate properly.

Control room operators rely on valve position indication to verify
continued operability of the valves. The indication used reed switches
that are currently replaced within their qualified life.

The inspector reviewed the JCO and concluded that the licensee's basis for
continued -operation was justified. The licensee initiated CRDR 9-4-0579 to
determine when the coils should be replaced.

In August 1993, the licensee began collecting valve temperature information to
determine if the actual installation conditions matched the test conditions of
the Eg reports. However, the high temperature conditions in the main steam
support structure and the related reliability problems with these valves had
existed for over three years. In addition, there were at least three CRDRs
{1-1-0055, 9-3-0456, and 9-4-0579) that addressed the issue and as many as
four different Eg lives (>40 years, 7 years, 4.5 years, and 18 days) for the
solenoids depending on who did the evaluation and what method they used. The
inspector concluded that this issue should have been resolved earlier based on
the safety significance of these valves.

Based on these concerns, this item will remain open for a review of the Eg
evaluations for Valves SG-134A/138A (Unresolved Item 528/94-26-04). At the
exit meeting, the licensee stated that they shared the inspector's concern and
were conducting a separate review of the issue.

7 REENGINEERING IMPLEMENTATION (36800)

7.1 Summar of Chan es

On August 2, 1994, the licensee implemented the first wave of "reengineering"
by implementing new organizations for Maintenance, Engineering, Nuclear
Assurance, and Regulatory Affairs. The licensee had discussed the planned
changes with the NRC on several occasions, including meetings on January 24,
1994 at Palo Verde, and April 28, 1994, in Arlington, Texas. In summary, the
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~ Individual plant managers were eliminated. The senior position
associated with a unit became the operations manager, reporting to a
site operations director.

The Haintenance division shifted from unit affiliations to a central
organization with responsibilities for all units. The craft personnel
were broken into "teams," with each assigned a group of systems.

The maintenance teams were enhanced with maintenance engineers,
planners, and procedure writers. The maintenance teams picked up the
responsibility for the procedures and planning for their systems.

~ .The system engineering organization was reduced in size when the day-to-
day support of system operation was transferred to the maintenance
teams. The system engineers will retain the responsibility for
performance monitoring and system trending.

~ The Nuclear Assurance division was organized into four functional areas
corresponding to operations, maintenance, engineering, and plant
support. A fifth area will have the responsibility for the corrective
action program and performance monitoring.

Along with the organizational changes, the licensee implemented work control
and design change process changes. These new processes were designed to
reduce unnecessary "hand-offs" and reviews and to provide greater
responsibility to the maintenance and design teams to resolve and carry out
less complex tasks.

The licensee was also in the process of performing "reengineering" evaluations
of the operations, chemistry, and radiation protection. A new operations
organization was announced after the inspection period to be implemented in
the October/November time frame. The initial review of the chemistry and
radiation protection organizations began at the end of the period. These
changes will be reviewed in a future inspection.

7.2 Review of Im lementation

The inspector assessed the implementation phase of reengineering. Overa11,
the implementation appeared to be successful. The inspector noted some
positive progress in work coordination and problem resolution, such as the
work described in Section 4.5 involving the blowdown heat exchanger temporary
modification.

The licensee also made strides in the area of plant material condition. The
reengineering concept emphasized the Maintenance division as the central owner
of plant material condition, Additionally, it included an emphasis on system
and area ownership at the maintenance team level. The Maintenance division
demonstrated this ownership by initiating a material condition action plan.
One of the most visible targets were the excessive number of drip catches in
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both the radiological controls area and the balance-of-plant. During
inspection period, maintenance cut the number of drip catches in half by
identifying inactive. leaks and by tightening some packing.

The inspector noted that material condition in some areas was slow to improve.
As discussed in Section 4.5, the inspector identified HPSI system leaks which
had not been identified in a work order. The inspector noted that when these
discrepancies were brought to the licensee's attention, the HPSI system was
taken out of service to perform repairs, reflecting a greater management
emphasis on material condition.

The inspector found that in some instances, the transition to the new
organization, new work processes, and revised expectations, had resulted in
performance weaknesses. As discussed in Section 4.3, it took over 2 weeks for
workers to repair a main steam trap isolation valve, including six separate
attempts to perform the repair. Workers had used a work order with weak
instructions and had been slow to involve a maintenance engineer. In
addition, the guality Control inspector had not noted that the work order was
weak.

In routine interviews with maintenance workers, the inspector noted that while
some of the workers were. enthusiastic about the changes, most were skeptical
and some considered the changes to have a negative impact on work. The
inspector discussed some of these concerns with plant management. The
inspector noted plant management attributed most of the crafts concerns to the
job selection process. Many individuals were passed over for promotions, were
not selected for the a preferred position, or took a pay cut as the number of
supervisors was reduced. However, the inspector considered that problems
related to the new work processes and organization may be too easily dismissed
as job selection concerns. The in'spector expressed this concern to plant
management and emphasized that all concerns, regardless of their initiation,
be promptly addressed.

The inspector will continue to follow the progress of reengineering'in future
inspections.

8 FOLLOWUP — OPERATIONS (92901)

8. I Failure to Follow Procedures

In response to an NRC request, the licensee provided information concerning
the presentation of guality Assurance information to the PRB as required by
Procedure 60AC-Op(20, "PVNGS Trend Analysis." Specifically, the licensee
indicated that the quarterly Trend Analysis Report had not been presented to
the PRB by the guality Systems Manager during the third quarter of 1992, as
required by procedure. Instead, the Trend Analysis Report had been presented
to the PRB by the Manager, Station Operating Experience Department. The
licensee also indicated that the quarterly Trend Analysis Report had not been
prepared and presented to the PRB during the fourth quarter of 1991 and the
first quarter of 1992. These two occurrences were identified by the licensee.
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The licensee stated that corrective actions had been taken including
reemphasizing the importance of procedural compliance and changing
Procedure 60AC-Og(20 to allow another manager to present the Trend Analysis
Report to the PRB.

The inspector discussed the instances of procedural noncompliance with the
Director, Nuclear Assurance and reviewed the licensee's corrective actions.
The inspector concluded that the safety significance of the instances of
procedural non-compliance was low and that the corrective actions were
appropriate for the circumstances.

The failure of- the licensee to follow procedures associated with the guality
Assurance Program is a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II.
This violation is not being cited because the criteria specified in
Section VII.B of the Enforcement Policy were satisfied.

8.2 Closed Ins ection Followu Item 529 9310-01: S ill of Contaminated
Water From Condensate S stem — Unit 2

On March 20, 1993, a spill of slightly contaminated secondary water occurred
in the Unit 2 turbine building after condenser vacuum was lost and water
backfed through various openings in the condensate system. The water was
slightly contaminated due to a SG tube rupture which occurred on March 14.

The licensee initiated CRDR 2-3-0116 as a result of this event. Included as
corrective actions from the CRDR was the development of Procedure 74DP-9ZZ14,
"Contaminated Water Management Program."

The inspector reviewed the procedure and found that it provided guidance and
options for minimizing, storage, and processing of contaminated water during
SG tube leaks or ruptures. The procedure would be implemented by a
Contaminated Water Management Team whose suggested membership would include
individuals from Radiation Protection, Chemistry, Water Reclamation Facility,
and Operations Departments. The inspector concluded that the procedure
provided appropriate guidance for the Team to make decisions and
recommendations pertaining to operation of secondary systems after a leak and
to plan for contingent actions should a secondary spill occur. This item is
closed based on review of Procedure 74DP-9ZZ14.

9 FOLLOWUP — ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL SUPPORT (92903)

9. 1 Closed Deviation 50-528 94-13-01: Out of Calibration Pro ram — Unit 1

This deviation was written because the licensee's out-of-calibration (OOC)
program was not being implemented as stated in a response to an earlier
violation involving the lack of OOC evaluations. The inspector had noted that
the licensee's OOC program was narrow in scope, that there was not a clear
owner of the program, and that the original corrective actions were not
followed up to ensure they were effectively implemented.
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The licensee initiated a detailed evaluation of the scope of the 00C program.
The evaluation involved a review of all safety-related instruments that may

not be directly related to the TS but were important to safety. After the
scope of the program was redefined, the affected implementing procedures were
scheduled for revision to ensure that an engineering evaluation was performed.
The licensee completed development of the new program scope and the
implementing procedures were scheduled to be updated by September 22, 1994.
The inspector reviewed the assumptions used to develop the scope of the
program and concluded that they were reasonable.

The licensee also centralized control of the 00C program and 00C evaluations.
Additionally, they were conducting a review of the effectiveness of the CRDR

process and failure data trending programs which were used to capture OOC

information. The licensee scheduled a corrective action implementation
assessment for February 1995, to verify completion and assess the
effectiveness of these actions.

The inspector concluded that the licensee conducted a broad, in-depth
evaluation of the OOC program and that the corrective actions should ensure
that appropriate instruments received OOC evaluations.

9.2 Closed Deviation 528 9326-02: Desi nation of En ineer-In-Char e—
Units 1 2 and 3

This deviation occurred when the licensee designated two managers as
Engineer-in-Charge, even though they were not in a functional position to be

cognizant of complex problems emerging from plant operations. As a result;
the oversight intended by ANSI/ANS 3. 1-1978, regarding determining when

consultants are needed to support licensee engineering in resolving complex
problems, was not provided.

The licensee's corrective action was to designate the Assistant Vice President
of Engineering and Projects as Engineer-in-Charge after completing a

10 CFR 50.59 evaluation of a change to the USFAR for the commitment to the
qualification requirements of ANSI/ANS-3. 1. However, Quality Assurance (QA)
concluded that the change in commitment constituted a reduction in the QA plan
and that the change in commitment required NRC approval prior to
implementation. On July 24, 1994, the NRC approved the licensee's change to
the QA plan which is contained in the UFSAR. This item is closed based on the
change to the licensee's QA plan.

10 ON-SITE REVIEW OF LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LERs) (90712)

10. 1 Closed LER 1-94-004-00: Control Room Isolation Dam er Not Reconnected
Followin Preventative Maintenance

This LER involved a control room isolation damper not being reconnected
following preventative maintenance. As a result, the damper would not have
been able to isolate the control room from the switchgear room in the event of
a control room fire ~
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The inspector noted that the LER described operator actions that could be used
to stop the introduction of smoke into the switchgear room in the event of a
fire in the control room. The inspector could not tell from the response if
the operators were previously trained on the actions to take For this
particular scenario.

The inspector asked the licensee if this scenario would be discussed during
operator training. The licensee had not considered training on the event and
was developing a lesson plan for operator lessons learned training. The
inspector had no further questions concerning this LER.

11 IN OFFICE REVIEM OF LERs (90712)

The following LER was closed following an in-office review in accordance with
inspection module 90712:

~ LER 1-94-003-00 Raychem Heat Shrinkable 5KV Motor Splice Kit
Installation Instructions Inadequate
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0 1 Persons Contacted

ATTACHMENT 1

1. 1 Arizona Public Service Com an

J. Bailey, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering & Projects
*P. Brandjes, Department Leader, Site Maintenance Support
*D. Garchow, Director, Systems Engineering
*B. Grabo, Section Leader Compliance, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
*M. Hooshmand, Engineer, Valve Services (VSE)

W. Ide, Director, Site Operations
*A. Krainik, Department Leader, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
*D. Larkin, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
J. Levine, Vice President, Nuclear Production

*D. Mauldin, Director, Site Maintenance and Modifications
G. Overbeck, Asst. to Vice President, Nuclear Projects

*C. Russo, Department Leader, Nuclear Assurance Maintenance
*M. Salazar, Department Leader, Valve Services
*J. Scott, Director, Site Chemistry

C, Seaman, Director, Nuclear Assurance
G. Shanker, Department Leader, Nuclear Assurance Engineering
E. Simpson, Vice President, Nuclear Support

*P. Wiley, Department Leader, Operations
'.2

NRC Personnel

*K. Johnston, Senior Resident Inspector
*H. Freeman, Resident Inspector
J. Kramer, Resident Inspector

*A. MacDougall, Resident Inspector
*H. Wong, Chief, Reactor Project Branch F, Region IV

B. Olson, Project Inspector, Region IV

1.3 Others

*R. Henry, Site Representative, Salt River Project
*J. Draper, Site Representative, Southern California Edison
*F. Gowers, Site Representative, El Paso Electric

* Denotes personnel in attendance at the exit meeting held with the NRC

resident inspectors on September 8, 1994.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on September 8, 1994. During this meeting, the
inspectors summarized the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the inspection findings documented in this report. The licensee
did not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or reviewed by,
the inspectors.
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ATTACHMENT 2

ACRONYMS

ACAD
ANS
ANSI
AO

CE
CROR

CRS

KV
MOV

NRC

PVNGS

QA
RO

RP

STA
SG

SI
SRO

SS
TS
UFSAR

automatic computer access device
American Nuclear Standard
American National Standards Institute
auxiliary operator
Combustion Engineering
Condition Report/Disposition Request
Control Room Supervisor
kilovolt
motor-operated valve
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station
quality assurance
reactor operator
Radiation Protection
Shift Technical Advisor
steam generator
safety injection
Senior Reactor Operator
Shift Supervisor
Technical Specification
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
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